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Addressing evolving networking needs from growing SMBs
For SMBs, dependable switched LAN network design mandates an architecture that can both scale as organisation networks grow - and be flexible enough to 
provide support for faster access, aggregation and core connections as well as server and storage connectivity. As SMBs produce and consume more data, 
Gigabit to the desktop increasingly needs to be underpinned with 10GbE connectivity at the center of your organization to deliver a consistent, seamless 
user experience. The more the network has to deliver, the more critical it is for resiliency, redundancy and speed to be built into the design to avoid potential 
bottlenecks and service performance issues.

Affordable 10G Solution with Built-in Resiliency and Robust Performance
Designed primarily as an advanced, resilient access solution with scope to also be used at the center of a small organization, the ProSAFE S3300 Smart  
Stackable Series is the blueprint for a dependable future-proof network. From Greenfield network requirements to network refresh projects, it sets new 
standards in defining flexibility and choice for SMBs looking to leverage reliable, future proof technologies at affordable price points. Packed with rich  
enterprise-class feature sets and advanced security measures, it is the only advanced smart switch platform to offer both dedicated 10GBase-T and SFP+  
uplink and stacking connectivity in both PoE+ and non PoE configurations – a combination that delivers an unrivalled and powerful interconnect solution for 
access to core connectivity. 

With a choice of 24 or 48 port models, these advanced switches can deliver on demanding tasks. 10GbE stacking and uplink connectivity helps afford superior  
file server access, data replication and backup, video on demand delivery, and high volume transaction processing. Up to 6 switches across the series can be 
stacked for a total of 288 Gigabit access network ports, with 40Gbps stacking bandwidth and full redundancy for unsurpassed reliability. Add in the ability to 
deliver PoE+ to every port with supplemental RPS and you instantly have application diversity that can be supported, from PTZ IP camera surveillance solutions 
through to high powered wireless access points and VoIP phones. The inclusion of 10GBase-T capability as standard ensures an affordable way to leverage copper 
installations – and if Gigabit speeds and link aggregation meets current requirements, simply migrate to 10GbE stacking and uplink connectivity at a pace and time 
to suit your needs.  

Switch to NETGEAR for class leading attributes
If improving network performance and connectivity are key objectives for your organization, the ProSAFE S3300 Smart Stackable Series range is right for you. 
With lifetime warranty*, lifetime NBD and lifetime online technical chat to back you up, you’ll have access to an extensive support service to help protect your 
investment and reduce downtime risk over the long term.

1.   An advanced, resilient access solution with scope to also 
be used at the center of a small organization 

2.   Stack and virtually manage up to 6 switches as one logical 
entity to support up to 288 nodes with Gigabit access 
for easy management and configuration as well as better 
scalability, redundancy and faster deployment 

Additional Information: www.netgear.com

Reasons to choose the ProSAFE S3300 Smart Stackable series for your network

* The Lifetime Limited Warranty cover hardware, fans, and internal power supplies - not software or external power supplies. Warranty is only valid for the original purchaser, and modifications to product may void the warranty.  See http://www.netgear.com/
about/warranty/ for details. Basic phone support for 90 days from purchase date and lifetime online chat support when purchased from a NETGEAR authorized reseller.
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3.  Flexible 10G media choice with 2 x 10GBase-T and 2 x 
SFP+ dedicated ports – included as standard and unrivalled 
for stacking/uplink connectivity to aggregation switches, 
servers and network storage devices to support high 
bandwidth application needs

4.  40Gbps stacking backplane helping to reduce service and 
performance bottlenecks

5.  The only smart switch platform to offer truly affordable 
Gigabit with 10G Copper, 10G fiber and full PoE+ capability 
on 24 and 48 port configurations giving complete 
deployment choice and flexibility for convergence based 
networks including wireless and surveillance needs. 

6.  Extensive after sale support service to help protect your 
investment and reduce downtime risk over the long term 
with Lifetime warranty*, Lifetime Next Business Day 
replacement and industry leading Lifetime online  
technical chat


